Bedwell News
This term’s
highlights:
 Our Easter Disco
was attended by
over 120 children
and collected £657
for School Council
funds.
 Our Swap Day
found new homes
for hundreds of
pre-loved toys and
games.
 We had a brilliant
Science Week in
the final week of
term.
 We celebrated
World Book Day by
getting into
costume as some
of our favourite
characters.
 Our Year 3/4, Year
5/6 and Girls
Football teams
have all been in
action, along with
our Netball and
Indoor Athletics
squads.
 We’ve been on
trips to Church
Farm, Paradise
Wildlife Park and
Knebworth House.
 Early Years invited
their parents and
carers into school
for an Easter
Craft Day.
 Ofsted came to
visit us for two
days - look out for
their report, which
should be available
soon.
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What we’ve been doing this term...
Getting out and about
For the first time in two years,
we’ve been out on trips, and it’s
hard to tell who’s been more
excited about it - the children
or the teachers! Nursery and
Reception visited Church Farm
in Ardley, where they fed
lambs and met lots of farmyard
animals. Year 2 met animals as
well when they visited Paradise Wildlife Park, linking in with their science
work on living things and their habitats. Year
5/6, meanwhile, headed over to Knebworth
House for a ghost writing workshop, using the
House’s hidden doors, secret staircases,
stuffed tigers and eerie portraits to inspire
their English work.
With Year 1 and Year 3/4 booked in for trips at
the start of the Summer Term, we’ll all have
been out and about by the end of April!
Getting together
The other big step in making it feel like things
are slowly getting back to normal has been the
chance to get involved in whole-school events.
Soon after Christmas, School Council organised
a Swap Day, where we brought in toys and
games that we no longer wanted and swapped
them for something more exciting. This was a
big hit, and we found new homes for hundreds
of things that might otherwise have ended up
going to waste, all helping to support our
efforts to be more environmentally aware.
For Mental Health Week in February we thought about the theme of
resilience, recognising that lots of us face a variety of challenges every day,
and thinking about some of the strategies we can use to stop these from
overwhelming us. We also had a Topsy Turvy Day, wearing things we wouldn’t
usually wear or wearing things in unusual ways to help us to remember that
we all feel a bit topsy turvy on the inside from time to time.
Finally, in the last week of term we had a brilliant Science Week (which you
can read about over the page) and an awesome Easter Disco!

Science
Week
We rounded-off the
term with a fantastic
Science Week. The
final week of term
saw us taking part in a
variety of challenges,
workshops and
activities, including:
 Our annual Egg
Drop Challenge,
building a
contraption that
could safely
transport an egg
from the roof of
the school to the
concrete path
below.
 Workshops with
Teaching Talons,
who brought a
collection of
animals in to
school. We got to
meet (and stroke)
hedgehogs,
tortoises, giant
African snails,
owls, dogs and even
a tarantula!

 An orienteering
challenge on the
field, matching up
famous scientists
with their
discoveries.
 Meet the
Scientists sessions
with experts from
the Natural
History Museum,
who brought in
meteorite
fragments and
even Martian dust
to talk about.
A big thank you to Mrs
Rose for organising a
brilliant week!
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World
Book Day
To celebrate World
Book Day, we got into
costume, dressing-up
as our favourite
storybook characters.
We were really
impressed with the
range of characters
and stories on show,
with everything from
Peter Rabbit and
Fantastic Mr Fox to
manga characters and
Jurassic Park tour
guides! We also had
an army of Harry
Potters (as well as
Rons, Hermiones and
even a Voldemort), a
palace of Disney
princesses and enough
superheroes to take
on even the most
fearsome of villains!
During the week,
Foundation Stage also
invited parents and
carers into school to
share books from
their home languages
- and it was amazing
to hear stories told in
Polish, Lithuanian,
Romanian, Portuguese,
Spanish, Greek and
English. Meanwhile,
classes in Years 3-6
took part in online
workshops with a
variety of famous
authors, including
Laura Mucha and
Jacqueline Wilson.
Finally, in assembly
Polly Perseverance
shared videos made
by the authors of this
year’s World Book
Day £1 books.
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Early
Years

Bedwell

Farm Trip
Both of our trips to
Church Farm were a
huge success and we
all had such a great
time! The highlight
was definitely bottle
feeding the adorable
lambs, but we did lots
of other great
activities including a
wool workshop, our
tour of the farm yard
when we could feed
the other animals, and
getting to play in the
woodland play area.
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Learning how to
make bread

Talk for Writing
This term we have
learnt the traditional
tales of the Three
Little Pigs and The
Little Red Hen. We
have loved both
stories and the linked
activities we have
covered. Particular
highlights have been
making loaves of
bread, designing and
building blow proof
houses for the three
little pigs, acting out
the stories, and
visiting the farm to
see all of our little
red hen story
characters in action!
Chicks!
We know Spring has
officially begun in
Early Years when our
special delivery of
eggs arrive! This year
we had 10 chicks
safely hatch and have
learnt all about the
life-cycle of chickens.

School

Houses
for the
3 little
pigs

A fantastic
picture of the
3 little pigs

Acting out the
story of the
3 little pigs

Discovering and exploring the ‘hook’ for
our work on the story of the Three Little Pigs
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Setting off
on our trip

Lunchtime for
one of the lambs!

Feeding a lamb
at Church Farm

Observing the chicks
and discussing how
they have
grown

Carefully
holding a chick

Early
Years
Chinese New Year
We celebrated
Chinese New Year
earlier in the term.
We learnt the story
of how the animals
were chosen for the
Chinese Zodiac and
acted the story out.
We explored
different tastes when
trying some Chinese
food and even tried
using chopsticks when
we visited our own
Chinese restaurant in
the role play area.
World Book Day
This was a fantastic
day as many of us
dressed up as our
favourite story
character. During the
day we enjoyed many
activities such as
book making, puppet
shows and re-telling
our favourite stories.
This day was made
even more special as
some of our parents
and carers visited to
read stories from
their native languages.
Stay and Play
We invited all of our
families to join us in
the hall for an Easter
craft workshop. The
grown-ups organised a
wide range of
activities and we
loved getting creative
with our families. We
think they all had a
good time, and they
certainly enjoyed
their hot cross buns!
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Learning how to use
chopsticks in the
role play area

Listening to a
Romanian story
Craft
making with
our families

Enjoying
our Easter
Stay and Play

Exploring the ways that different
cultures celebrate new year
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their fantastic World Book Day costumes
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Year 1:
Dormice
In the Spring Term
focussed on Fairies
and Fairytales. Before
half term we learnt
and wrote the story
of Little Red Riding
Hood and made up our
own stories, while
after half-term we
looked at a persuasive
letter for the Fairy
King because he didn’t
keep his garden tidy.
In DT we made spoon
puppets of our
favourite fairy tale
character. It took us
a long time but the
results are
spectacular! In
science we
investigated different
materials and made
the Three Little Pigs
houses, Cinderella’s
mop and the
Gingerbread man’s
umbrella - and we also
learnt about
different plants.
We have also started
running Forest School
on a Friday afternoon.
Those of us that have
attended have
thoroughly enjoyed
ourselves. We have
been practising
making knots, using
tools and making lots
of woodland crafts.
We have loved sharing
their experience with
the rest of the class,
who are now very
excited about having
their turn after
Easter.
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English : Fairies and Fairytales
Little Silly Silky
Once upon a time there was a little girl called Little Silly Silky. A big bear
was hiding behind a tree listening. The big bear ran as fast as he could to
Grampa’s house. When Little Silly Silky reached Grampa’s house she let
herself in. Grampa was looking very strange. Silly Silky said “What big
hands you have.” “All the better to hug you with!”
“What big eyes you have.” “All the better to see you with!”
“What big teeth you have’. “All the better to eat you with!”
At that moment Mrs Devenish came in saying “Hold on a minute, don’t eat
her. We can be friends and have a party!”
by Lubna
Letters of complaint

Mushroom Grove,
Bottom of the garden.

Dear Knight,
I am writing to you because your horse is in the garden making a
mess. I will help you catch the horse and put him in the stables.
Yours hopefully,
Alex
10 Tree House
Sweet Porch,
Willow Town.
Dear Cook,
I am writing to you because your custard is too thick. I will help you
make custard that tastes nice.
Yours hopefully,
Dylan
30 Bottom Road
Leaf Town
Hatfield.
Dear Mum,
I am writing to you because you are not washing the dishes and not
buying food. Why was your bed untidy this morning? I will help you with
washing the dishes, tidy up your bed and get food from the shop.
Love from.
Nicole
Mushroom Grove,
Bottom of the Garden.
Dear Baby Fairy,
I am writing to you because there is lots of scribbles on the floor and
it makes me feel sad. Then a lady slipped on your dribble. I will help you
clean up the mess.
Love from,
The cleaning lady
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Puppet making

Building
houses
for the
3 Little
Pigs

Making
mandalas in
the forest

Making
fairy
houses

Investigating
whether
material is
waterproof

Year 2:
Hedgehogs
& Squirrels
This term has been a
very busy but
rewarding term for all
of us in Year 2. In
geography, we have
learnt to name the
continents and can
talk about the country
India in greater
depth. We focussed
on Chembakolli, a
small village in India
and discussed how
this is different to
Stevenage. We looked
closely at the houses
and weather and
enjoyed sampling
foods found in India.
In Science, we have
focussed on animals
and their habitats. As
part of this, we
predicted where in
the school we might
find the most minibeasts and conducted
a mini survey using
timers, magnifier
glasses and pooters.
We also thought
about how animals
adapt to their
environments to
survive. With this in
mind, we had a lovely
visit to Paradise
Wildlife Park where
we had a talk with one
of the zoo keepers.
We then had a very
enjoyable day looking
at a variety of animals
before eating our
picnics and having a
play before coming
back to school.
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Year 3:
Rabbits
We became big fans
of The Lion, The
Witch and The
Wardrobe this term,
using this brilliant
story to inspire our
English and DT. We
began the term by
making our own
magical wardrobe
models, with strange
3d worlds hidden
behind the doors.
After exploring the
story and getting to
know the world of
Narnia, we then wrote
Into the Wardrobe
stories of our own you can see a few
fantastic examples on
the opposite page.
We’ve also really
enjoyed learning
about the Romans
throughout the term.
We’ve marked out
their Empire on maps,
discovered how they
invaded Britain, learnt
about the lives of
famous Romans and
found out all about
the gods that they
worshipped.
We’ve packed a lot of
sport into the term as
well, with lots of us
discovering new
talents at indoor
athletics, badminton
and tennis over the
course of the term.
Our Year 3/4 football
team also played their
first game of the
year, securing an
exciting 4-3 win.
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Science : Light and shadow
We’ve been investigating light this term, carrying out lots of experiments
with torches and mirrors. We found out how shadows are formed and
designed our own experiments to test out different things that can affect
the size of shadows. We’ve learnt lots of new topic vocabulary, but our
favourite word of the term was probably hypothesis - the fancy science
word for ‘making your best guess about what’s going on’. We used it when
investigating mirrors - we made our hypotheses, shared them as a class and
then (as you can see below) had lots of fun finding out if they were true...

In maths, we made
posters to help us to
remember 3x table
facts. We wrote and
recorded them in lots
of different ways to
try to make them stick!

At the end we took
our posters home.
Lots of us said we’d
put them up in our
rooms to help us to
keep practicing our
tables facts.
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English : Into the Wardrobe...
Once there were three children named Suzy, Daniel and
Angel. In 1969 they were sent to live with their mean old
uncle. He lived in a gargantuan mansion with a haunted
piano that played on its own every day at midnight. As it
began to play they set off to explore the hose, but the
moment they stepped into the room it started playing a
horrible song. The children ignored the terrible song and
continued exploring the house. In one room there were
lots of clothes that had been thrown around, in another
there were unexpected artefacts, and the last had a
dusty oak wardrobe. “Nothing there!” said Daniel, before
trooping out the door with Angel.
Suzy quietly moved towards the wardrobe and slowly stepped into the wardrobe. After pushing the
clothes aside, she was amazed by what she saw. Se saw a new world covered with water. There were
little rocks, enough for one person to cross the rover to the other side. So she crossed the river and
found a noisy jungle. There were huge monkeys swinging on the trees and poisonous snakes dangled all
around her. She was excited at seeing a new world, but also scared because she did not know if it was
safe or dangerous…
Suddenly Suzy heard something moving and was sure it was not the monkeys or the snakes. As she
moved forward, a huge thing jumped out of the bushes and it scared Suzy. Immediately Suzy covered
her eyes, slipped on a little rock and fell down. She opened her eyes and saw it was a cyclops! It had
leaves around its body which made it look more scary to Suzy. She was about to scream, but at that
moment the cyclops gave her an enchanting smile. “W-w-who are you? Where am I?” stuttered Suzy.
“I am King Canel,” said the cyclops in a deep, friendly voice. “This is Crevel,” said the cyclops. “And I am
the ruler of this deadly land. Sadly, the evil Queen has trapped my animal friends,” he said with a single
tear dripping gently down his vade. “The Queen cursed this land, and every animal except for me has
been turned into monsters. She wants to destroy this beautiful land!” he continued. “If you would like to
hear more, follow me and have lunch in my home.” Suzy paused for a moment, confused and worried, but
then scurried after him…
by Makayla
Once there were three children called Tom, Kathleen and Kiki. They were sent to a big, creepy house
because World War 2 had just started. On their first night they went to explore the house. In one
room was a collection of dead butterflies. In another were lots of cobwebs. And in a third was a big oak
wardrobe.
Kathleen slid the big oak wardrobe open and stepped inside. She pushed the clothes to one side and was
amazed by the things she saw! She saw snowflake sparkles. There were huge snowy polar bears. There
were enormous snowy trees. Suddenly Kathleen heard the clatter of hooves running towards her.
Kathleen ran towards a cave to hide. A centaur was chasing after her! It was brown and huge! “W-wwhere am I? Who are you?” stuttered Kathleen.
“My name is Jerry and this is Antarctica,” he said. “Come and have tea with me. We need to save the
snow,” begged Jerry. They walked off together to Jerry’s igloo…
by Kim

Year 4:
Badgers
The Badgers have had
a ‘simply splendid’
term, full of fun and
great learning. In
English, we have
explored lots of
different classic
literature, including
studying and
performing T.S.
Eliot’s Macavity the
Mystery Cat. Our
maths learning has
involved finding out
about polygons,
decimals and fraction
work.
In art we have
produced some
excellent Mary
Poppins’ London
skyline paintings,
which are based on
Van Gogh’s famous
‘Starry Night’ picture.
Our science lessons
have covered finding
out about light and
shadows. We have
carried out various
investigations, and
have also discovered
how torches work and
made our own circuits,
switches and casings.
Most of all, we have
shown great
determination,
co-operation and
resilience, trying at
all times to do our
best help one another.
We look forward to a
happy and productive
summer term and
can’t wait to enjoy our
trip to Verulamium
Museum.
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English : Magic and Monsters
Inside Mary Poppins’ bag
Out from Mary’s bag came:
A magnificent mirror,
revealing secrets and truths.
A bright, sunny lamp,
waiting to brighten your day.
Out from Mary’s bag came:
A precious ring,
holding hopes and dreams.
A pair of magical shoes,
ready to pirouette.
Out form Mary’s bag came:
A vintage diary,
filled with happy memories.
A charming, antique teddy bear,
stuffed full of love.
Oh, how I love Mary’s magical bag!
by Madhumitha

War of the Worlds
Frayah wrote an exciting, imaginative scene taken from
an image of the War of the Worlds.
“Run, run for your life!” screamed Rachel. Only two of
them had survived – or so they thought. Michael, the
second survivor searched for safety. Everywhere had
been set alight and if not, they would be soon. Buildings
crumbled to rubble and ash, while trees burned down to
the ground. It had become war. With who? Aliens.
With everything burned to a crisp, they adventured
towards the ghost town-like city. All of a sudden, Rachel
tripped and as she looked down, she was in shock – it was
a dead body!
Just then, they saw hope. It was an airport. As they
darted around the corridors, they saw a shadowy figure.
They realised that it was a tripod. They both turned
numb. The robots couldn’t see, but they could hear.
Rachel and Michael’s hope disintegrated to dust…
By Frayah

The Magnus Draco
James wrote a fantastic non-chronological report about his mythical dragon.
The Magnus Draco is a blood-thirsty beast, which originates from the Benigal caves in Europe. This
dragon raids ruins and burns houses to ash! Also, due to its love of treasure, it steals sacred gems. If
you want to find out more, keep reading!
Appearance
Did you know that the Magnus Draco has daggered, pointed wings and blood-shot eyes? Its spiral tail,
covered in spikes will wrap its prey and suffocate them to death! This dragon is savage, grim and
murderous.
Characteristics
Many people suggest that the Magnus Draco is a very hostile creature, but it is actually afraid of one
beast…the Basilisk. If you had a Basilisk, you could scare the Magnus off in seconds. The Draco is only
intimidated by it, because of its deadly venom. This is the only thing he is afraid of – anything else, he
shreds to pieces.

Habitat
The Magnus lives in the Benigal cave on a sandy beach. Warm and sunny, it’s extremely unwelcoming to
humans, due to it being so hot. This is the best location for the Magnus. Hidden away in the palm trees,
there’s a nest full of crimson red and raven black eggs, waiting to hatch.
If you encounter the Magnus Draco – be on your guard! This ghastly beast will strangle the last breath
from you. Beware of this brutal beast, or you may not live to regret it.
by James

Year 5:
Foxes
The highlight of our
term was definitely
our trip to Knebworth
House. We toured
this amazing house,
parts of which are
over 500 years old,
learning of all the
ghostly activity which
goes on when the
lights go out! We then
used the setting to
come up with lots of
writing ideas and
vocabulary, ready for
our next English topic.
We had the best time
exploring the house,
with its secret rooms,
staircases leading to
nowhere and doors
which opened onto
walls - and it
definitely got our
imaginations running.
Having been ever so
lucky with the
weather, we went
outside for the
afternoon, exploring
the gardens and
taking part in a
spooky ghost story
hunt where we had to
find 9 different
extracts from books,
using a map and clues
to find them. Each
location then helped
us to develop our own
stories, including an
old well, a maze, a
giant redwood tree
and a secret garden.
We were even lucky
enough to have a herd
of deer greet us upon
arrival and see us off
again!
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English : Reports
Elephants
In this report, you will learn about the gargantuan, intelligent elephant.
Elephants are greyish to brown in colour, and their body hair is sparse and
coarse. Elephants don’t sleep much, they eat most of the time. This report
will teach you about the habitat and diet of an elephant, as well as some
extraordinary facts.
Habitat
Elephants are found mostly in savannahs, grasslands and forests, but they
occupy a massive range of environments, including: deserts, swamps and
highlands in tropical and subtropical regions of Africa and Asia. They need
extensive land areas to survive and meet their ecological needs, which
consist of food, water and space.
Diet
Elephants are herbivores. In the wild, they eat a wide range of plants,
savannah grasses, shrubs, herbs and fruit. An adult elephant can consume
up to 300 pounds of food in a single day. They use their powerful trunks to
dig for roots or break off large tree branches.
Did you know?

Elephants are the only animal that can’t jump

They’re the world’s largest land animal

They communicate through vibrations

by Shaanavi

Dolphins
This report will teach you about intelligent dolphins. The dolphin is a
mammal, so they need air. This impressive carnivore is known to eat fish,
squid and crustaceans (shrimp). This means that they are also pescatarian
(they only eat sea animals). This report will teach you about the habitat and
diet of dolphins, as well as providing you with some amazing facts.
Habitat
These amazing creatures often live in seas and coastal waters that include
bays, inlets and gulfs and river channels. Most of the time they live in the
shallow parts of the seas, and are rarely found in the deep ocean.
Diet
Adult bottle nose dolphins eat approximately 4% to 6% of their body
weight in food each day. When they eat, they don’t chew their food, they
just swallow it. They like to hunt big groups of fish or shrimps, but only
hunt a few times per day because they need air.
Did you know?

They often cooperate whilst hunting for food

They are currently 42 species of dolphin

by Logan
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Year 5:
Falcons
We have been really
busy this term, with
some of our highlights
including:
 For World Book Day
we not only saw lots
of creative and
lovely costumes,
but also took part
in online workshops
with the authors,
Jacqueline Wilson
and Laura Mucha.
 We’ve attended
several sporting
events, with some
of us chosen to
represent the
school at athletics,
netball and football,
and all of us taking
part in an exciting
Rugby Festival.
 We took part in a
Mini Police program,
led by our local
PCSOs Harry and
Nikki, who taught
us how to stay safe.
 For Mental Health
Week we all wrote
down and shared
something we like
about each member
of the class.
 We have reached
100 per cent
attendance more
than once.
 We have been
called Spelling
masters by Mrs
Draper for our
progress in spelling
this year.
On these pages we
have also chosen a
few pieces of our
great work to share.
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English : Jurassic Park
Quetzalcoatl
The Quetzalcoatl is one of the largest pterosaurs, a flying reptile that
existed during the time of the dinosaur. When standing, the Quetzalcoatl
is approximately 18-20 feet (5-6m) tall and has a wingspan of 30 feet (9m).
The Quetzalcoatl Northropi (a certain species) is quite possible the largest
pterosaur in the sky. Quetzalcaotls eat crab or fish as well as worms. They
love sand and mud. They often eat giant pelicans.
Did you know?

Quetzalcoatl means feathered god.

They originate from Mexico.

by Mahira

Spinosaurus
Do you hear folks gossiping about the Spinosaurus? It’s the largest
carnivorous dinosaur ever known to mankind and is 60 feet in length. Even
though they are the least know dinosaur, their bones are worth millions.
Spinosaurus actually means spine lizard, because it has threatening spikes
embedded in it’s skin. It uses these for defence, in hunting and for mating.
Like other carnivorous dinosaurs, they can only walk on two legs. They can
be mischievous and create a distraction, luring in their prey by acting like
herbivores. As a result, gullible dinosaurs will come and dine near them.
Did you know?

The Spinosaurus is larger and heavier than the T-Rex.

The first pair of fossils was found in Germany but later destroyed
due to the bombs.

A Spinosaurus skin colour depends on their diet.

They are often found eaten a corpse, fresh or not.
by Aleena
Character description
He was silent and stony faced. His linen clothing was too big for his stumpy
legs and pot belly. He was leaning on his old, bony walking stick. Squinting,
his black like coal eyes stared towards the camera, only slightly covered by
his sunglasses. His straw hat covered his white as snow hair. His voice was
thunderous and seemed to vibrate in his chest. The burning sunshine made
him smell of sweat and mixed with the stench of smoke. His white beard
shone in the sunshine. His brown rucksack had badgers covering it.
by Ebonie, Summer, Maddie, Tianna and Kelsey

Creating atmosphere
The calm rain dripped against the bonnet of the jeep. Every drop magnified
by the silence. Outside, the trees moved with excitement as the wind
shuffled calmly across the valley. Outside the ground soon turned into a
green frenzy of bright grass and leaves. The light of the day was fast
approaching.
by Lewis
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English : Short stories
Zoe’s Surprise
As the sky awoke, the shimmering, gold sun lit up like a light
bulb. Multi-coloured flowers started blooming for the first
time this spring. Relaxingly, the crystal clear waterfall
dripped soothingly and calmly, while the sun glistened on
the water. Zoe felt extremely composed at this time. Rocks
crashed loudly when the water struck them. Light oak trees
swayed in the cool wind, like they were dancing. The
beautiful stench of berries filled the air.
Zoe, who was a tour guide, woke up mega early. She was wearing a polished, silver tracksuit, matched
with a pair of pitch black trainers. As she was tying her silky, golden hair in a high pony tail, the leaves
crunched under foot. Zoe did not like this, it made her uneasy, as if someone or something was following
her, tracking her every move. The girl was alone on her walk, she enjoyed not being bossed about, but
time alone was most certainly not amusing without loved ones. While ambling, the view was mesmerizing,
like something from a dream.
Out of nowhere, Zoe picked up the sound of crispy leaves crunching. Loud, heavy footsteps were coming
her way. A chill went down her spine. Desperately, she sprinted to a cave nearby. It was very mossy
inside, but it meant she was hidden for the meantime. Suddenly, she cut her face, leaving her with a
terribly deep wound. Not knowing what to do, her mind buzzed with pain and worry. Dazed with horror,
and fright brightening her baby blue eyes, she peered out of the cave. It was her worst nightmare…
by Demi
The Lost World
It was spring morning and the pale, blue sky was lit up by the rays of the sun, which painted the
mountains with a hazy, golden mist. Isabel slung onto an emerald green tree that stood next to a crystal
clear lake. The birds flew through the thick, white as snow clouds, while they chirped wildly and the
smell of orange flowers, which were just starting to bloom, filled the air.
Isabel, who had been abandoned on this island, stood as still as she could be, at the greenest point of
the mountain. Her raven black hair, which was plaited, drifted side to side in the fresh breeze, whilst
her hazel, green eyes stared out at the landscape. Isabel’s pale green shirt flapped in the breeze, her
camouflage in this place, which she paired with a dark green bandana around her neck. Her beige
trousers swung at her ankles as she loaded her gun and swung it on to her back.
Suddenly, a prehistoric reptile screeched, and it echoed across the valley. Just to be safe, Isabel found
a cave and clambered in to it. Out of the blue, a tall, green ferocious beast, with razor sharp claws
pounced on to her arm, slightly missing Isabel’s face. Isabel fought it off of her, before carrying on
walking. She tried to ignore the deep cut on her arm but the pain and oozing of blood forced her to
search for a leaf to use as a plaster. She found a safe place to rest and clean herself up.
Stumbling from the bush she was taking cover in she crossed the path of a harmless Galliosaurus. Isabel
breathed a sigh of relief. Suddenly she paused. What was that? She couldn’t have heard what she
thought she heard? Could she? There it was again. Without a doubt, it was a human scream. Isabel
placed her gun in her hand and followed the sound into the unknown. 9 lizards stood in front of her, all
surrounding a red sea of blood...
by Ruby

Year 6:
Eagles
Knebworth House
Finally, after two long
years, Year 6 have
been out and about,
visiting Knebworth
House to take part in
a ghostly writing day.
Once we arrived, we
were shown around by
Mark, whose
encyclopaedic
knowledge of the
Lytton family and the
House was mind
boggling! On our
adventure we saw
hidden doors, stuffed
tigers, eerie portraits
and were informed of
ghoulish happenings
that still plague the
house today. After a
quick lunch we spent
the afternoon on a
ghostly story trail
around the grounds.
We had a great day
out and look forward
to writing ghost
stories after Easter.

Jurassic Park
Our spring English
unit was based on
Jurassic Park and
over the term we
perfected our writing
of short stories and
non-chronological
reports. We had a lot
of fun and were
pleased with how our
writing turned out. On
the right you will be
able to read a few
examples of our
finished work. In the
words of John
Hammond... ’they’re
spectacular!’
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English : Jurassic Park
The Lost World
Frantically running to save their daughter, Mike and Ellen were taken back
by the distressing scene before them. Their daughter Tina was surrounded
by vicious ravenous lizards that were determined to rip their helpless
daughter to pieces. She was sprawled out, motionless, blood dripped down
and onto the golden sands. Deep wounds covered her entire body; she was
almost unrecognisable. Suddenly more tiny dinosaurs arrived and began to
snap at the hopeless family….
by Amelia
Jurassic Park
At first no one moved. They lay there cut, bruised and clinging onto life.
The plane moaned and creaked as sparks poured from overhead. Dr Grant
slowly wiped the blood from his head and looked around. The two pilots
were clearly dead, everyone else was unconscious and badly hurt. Just then
a faint echo vibrated around the smoke filled cabin. Dr Grant knew what
was coming!
by Samuel

Spinosaurus
How much do you really know about
this deadly beast? The name
Spinosaurus means ‘spined lizard’. The
famous palaeontologist, Ersnt Stromer
first gave it this name in 1915. It was
named after the 6ft sail like fin that
runs along its back. An adult
Spinosaurus can grow up to 56ft and
weight 7-9 tons. Read on to discover
more about this fascinating species.
HABITAT
The habitat of a Spinosaurus is very rarely one specific place, as this dinosaur
has the ability to adapt to several different terrains. Unlike many other
species of dinosaur, the Spinosaurus lives alone and females abandon their eggs
soon after they hatch. Fossil evidence shows that the Spinosaurus first lived
in North Africa 97 million years ago, but now it roams free in Jurassic Park.
DIET
Although Spinosaurus is the largest known carnivore in Jurassic Park, it has not
be known to attack land based dinosaurs, preferring to hunt for marine life.
When it attacks, this dinosaur is very similar to a crocodile and lurks in shallow
water until its prey is close enough. This creature has several long teeth it
uses to pierce the shells of some shellfish. To aid in the digestion of its prey
the Spinosaurus will swallow stones to grind up bones in its stomach.
by Elin
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2nd May
May Bank Holiday
9th - 12th May
Year 6 SATs Week
13th May
Foundation Stage
Stay & Play session
16th - 20th May
Year 2 SATs Week
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Sports Update
Indoor Athletics
In February, our Year 5/6 Indoor Athletics team took part in the
Stevenage Festival. Having worked on our athletics skills in our PE lessons
with Mr Butler, we felt well-prepared to do our best at the jumps, throws
and relay events. The 10 boys and 10 girls selected for our team headed to
Barnwell knowing that competition would be tough - and so it proved, with
almost 300 children from 15 different schools taking part. Nevertheless,
we battled for every point - and as a result our boys team finished in 7th
place while our girls finished 4th overall!

30th May - 3rd June
Half-term
6th June
Extra bank holiday
7th - 10th June
Phonics screening
tests for Year 1
13th - 17th June
Year 4 Multiplication
Tables Check
17th - 19th June
Year 6 PGL trip
23rd June
Summer Fayre
24th June
Occasional Day
27th June
Inset Day (no school)
28th June - 1st July
Sports Week
12th - 13th July
KS2 Production
14th July
Transition Day - Year
6 visiting new schools
21st July
End of Summer
Term, 2pm

Football
Our Year 5/6 Girls team saw their season kick back into action in February
and March, playing 3 games in 3 weeks. First was an away game at Fairlands
in the league. Having not played competitively since October, we started
slowly and it was only thanks to some great saves by Tayla that we were
only 1-0 down at half-time. However, in the second half we grew in
confidence and started to push into the opposition half - and, in our best
moment of football so far this year, Leah cut inside a defender before
smashing the ball into the bottom corner to earn a 1-1 draw! A week later,
Fairlands were determined to avoid a repeat in the Cup and, while we
continued to grow in confidence, they secured a 4-0 win. Finally, we played
St Vincent in the league. It was a scrappy game and incredibly close. Maizie
drove forward bravely, Eryn made some excellent tackles and Patience
played with her usual determination, but one messy moment in front of goal
saw St Vincent score, and they went on to win 1-0.
Netball
Our Year 5/6 Netball team have enjoyed their start to the season, with our
first fixture coming against Roebuck. We started slowly, but after some
tactical positional changes we closed the gap, resulting in a final score of
11-9 to Roebuck. Amy was our player of the match thanks to her excellent
defending. Our next game was against Round Diamond, and the girls were
delighted to secure a well-deserved 5-3 win, with Marissa being named
player of the match after some great forward breaks.

